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Executive Summary 

 

Innovative public goods, such as scalable carbon capture technology, are underfunded by 

governments because their feasibility is uncertain, and they are underfunded by the private sector 

because their benefits are difficult to monetize. Governments could fund these uncertain public 

goods by estimating what taxpayers would save through their creation and then offering less than 

this amount to the first private sector entity delivering the good. These “Open Impact Bonds” 

would only be paid if the technology is delivered within a set time. For example, a government 

could offer $10B for carbon capture technology that would save its taxpayers $100B, thereby 

potentially producing $90B in value. Then, private investors would bear the risk, fund promising 

R&D, and earn a substantial sum (but only if successful).  

 

 

 

Limitations and Potential in the Economic Theory of Public Finance 

 

Government finance is powerful because it requires buy-in from all citizens. But mandatory buy-

in brings pressure on public spending to deliver results and avoid waste. In contrast, private 

finance involves choice of buy-in, allowing for the uncertainty needed for innovation. The core 

idea behind Open Impact Bonds involves requiring public buy-in to support a fund that only pays 

out if private investment in innovation delivers predefined public benefits.  

 

  Defined/Certain Results Innovative/Uncertain Results 

Choice of buy-in Government bonds Private-sector spending/investment 

Required buy-in Typical government spending Open Impact Bonds 

 

Combining required buy-in and open/uncertain results is necessary for public innovations. 

Instead of politicians attempting to identify the best approach to a problem, these public officials 

will only need to identify what constituents would collectively pay for the solution. Thereafter, 

private actors can undertake various efforts to raise investment capital and search for solutions to 

potentially earn the substantial amount taxpayers would collectively pay. 
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Limitations of Private Sector Finance: Underinvestment in Developing Carbon Capture 

 

Funding to develop potential technologies can come from private investors when the outcome 

potentially generates revenue. Public goods, such as national defense, cannot generate revenue 

because they benefit all individuals in a society regardless of whether each specifically 

contributes payment. Potential public goods, such as carbon capture technologies, pose the 

additional challenges of requiring novel thinking and risking a null, fruitless outcome. 

 

Though the private sector effectively manages risk and identifies promising innovations, its 

limitations in producing potential public goods are illustrated by the underinvestment in carbon 

capture. Because climate change leads to billions of dollars in annual property damage, 

technology efficiently removing carbon from the atmosphere would create immense economic 

value.1 However, the private sector is largely ignoring R&D for technological solutions to 

climate change, investing only $100 million in each of the major players in the carbon capture 

industry over their approximately 10 years of operation.2 

 

 

Open Impact Bonds: Funding R&D of Technology that Mitigates Climate Change  

 

The concept of the Open Impact Bond involves a legislature deciding on the public cost of a 

problem, offering less than that price in an open pay-for-success financing process, and then 

allowing venture capitalists to seek out and fund potential solutions. In the U.S., this could 

happen at the state level, among a partnership of states, or at the federal level. 

 

Because it is underfunded in the private sector, the technological solution to climate change 

illustrates the potential for an Open Impact Bond.3 To learn more, visit 

www.outsideinnovation.org/theory-of-impact-bonds or email info@outsideinnovation.org.  
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